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Abstract
Let G be a simple connected graph where every node is colored either black or white. Con-
sider now the following repetitive process on G: each node recolors itself, at each local time
step, with the color held by the majority of its neighbors. Depending on the initial assignment of
colors to the nodes and on the de4nition of majority, di5erent dynamics can occur. We are inter-
ested in dynamos; i.e., initial assignments of colors which lead the system to a monochromatic
con4guration in a 4nite number of steps. In the context of distributed computing and commu-
nication networks, this repetitive process is particularly important in that it describes the impact
that a set of initial faults can have in majority-based systems (where black nodes correspond to
faulty elements and white to non-faulty ones). In this paper, we study two particular forms of
dynamos (irreversible and monotone) in tori, focusing on the minimum number of initial black
elements needed to reach the 4xed point. We derive lower and upper bounds on the size of
dynamos for three types of tori, under di5erent assumptions on the majority rule (simple and
strong). These bounds are tight within an additive constant. The upper bounds are constructive:
for each topology and each majority rule, we exhibit a dynamo of the claimed size.
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1. Introduction
In majority-based distributed systems and communication networks, faulty elements
can induce a faulty behavior in their neighbors.
This is for example the situation in distributed systems where majority voting among
various copies of crucial data are performed between neighbors at each step [17]: if
the majority of its neighbors is faulty (i.e., has corrupted data), a non-faulty element
will exhibit a faulty behavior (i.e., its data will become corrupted) and will, therefore,
be indistinguishable from a faulty one. For such systems, the dynamics of the fault
propagation describes then the behavior of the systems. Let G be the graph describing
the communication topology of the system; then the dynamics of the system can be
viewed as a repetitive process on G: initially, each node is colored either black (faulty)
or white (non-faulty); every node recolors itself at each local time step, according to
the color of the “majority” of its neighbors. This process is possibly asynchronous, as
the local clocks might not be synchronized.
The dynamics of majority-based systems have been extensively studied in the context
of cellular automata, where e5ort has been concentrated on determining the asymptotic
behaviors of di5erent majority rules on di5erent graph structures, focusing on the study
of con4gurations leading to periodic dynamics on 4nite graphs [10,19], on the number
of 4xed points on 4nite rings [1,11] and (4nite and in4nite) lines [13,14], and on the
behaviors of in4nite graphs [15].
Recently, the dynamics of majority-based systems has also been investigated from
the distributed computing community. The interest there has been motivated by fault-
tolerance and focused almost exclusively on the patterns leading to monochromatic
4xed points. These patterns, called dynamos, correspond to the distributions of initial
faults which may lead the entire system to a faulty behavior, e.g., with every entity
holding corrupted data; hence the particular interest.
If the initial faults are permanent, the dynamo is said to be irreversible; if the faults
can be mended by the majority rule, the dynamo is called reversible. A dynamos is
monotone if the set of black vertices at any time t is a subset of the one at time
t+1. Note that irreversible dynamos are always monotone, hence we will use the term
“monotone” to indicate “reversible monotone”.
Very little is known about dynamos. Their study has 4rst been introduced by Peleg
[18]. There have been several studies on monopolies, that is monotone dynamos which
lead the system to an all black state in a single step [4,2,17].
General lower and upper bounds on the size of monotone dynamos have been es-
tablished in [18]; characterizations of irreversible dynamos of minimal size have been
given for chordal rings [6] and butterAy [12]; trade-o5s between size and time were
recently established [7]. Results on directed graphs were established in the study of
catastrophic fault patterns for in4nite chordal rings (e.g., see [5,16,20]) and recently
for general digraphs [21].
In this paper we study irreversible and reversible monotone (or, simply, monotone)
dynamos in tori, focusing on the minimum number of initial black elements needed
to reach the 4xed point. The torus is one of the simplest and most natural way of
connecting processors in a network. We consider three di5erent types of tori: the
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Table 1
Bounds on the size of monotone dynamos, for tori of m × n vertices; N = min{m; n}, and H; K = m; n or
H; K = n; m (choose the alternative that yields stricter bounds)
Simple majority Strong majority
Lower bound Upper bound Lower bound Upper bound
Irreversible dynamos
Toroidal mesh m+n2  − 1 m+n2  − 1 mn+13  H3 (K + 1)
Torus cordalis  n2   n2 + 1 mn+13  m3 (n+ 1)
Torus serpentinus  N2   N2 + 1 mn+13  H3 (K + 1)
Monotone dynamos
Toroidal mesh m+ n− 2 m+ n− 1 mn+12  mn2 + N6 + 23 ∗
Torus cordalis n+ 1 n+ 1 mn+12  mn2 + N6 + 23 ∗
Torus serpentinus N + 1 N + 1 mn+12  mn2 + N6 + 23 ∗
The asterisk denotes a worst case.
toroidal mesh (the classical architecture used in VLSI), the torus cordalis (a.k.a.
double-loop interconnection networks), and the torus serpentinus (used as the topology
of, e.g., ILIAC IV). All these graphs are regular with degree four; hence, two di5er-
ent majority rules are possible to decide whether a node becomes black: simple (two
neighbors) and strong (three neighbors) majority, each leading to di5erent dynamics. 1
These majority systems correspond to bi-dimensional cellular automata with di5erent
border rules.
We derive lower and upper bounds on the size of irreversible and monotone dynamos
for each of these topologies and for each majority rule. These bounds, summarized in
Table 1, are tight within an additive constant. The upper bounds are constructive. In
fact, for each topology and each majority rule, we exhibit a dynamo of the claimed size.
Note that although meshes with toroidal connections avoid the border e5ects which
would occur in meshes, our techniques can be easily adapted to meshes.
2. Basic denitions
Consider an m× n mesh. Depending on how the border vertices are linked to other
processors we obtain di5erent topologies. The vertices on the last column are usually
connected either to the opposite ones on the same rows, thus forming ring connections
in each row, or to the opposite ones on the successive rows in a snake-like way. A
similar linking strategy can be applied for the last row. In the toroidal mesh rings are
formed in rows and columns. In the torus cordalis there are rings in the columns and
1 In the terminology of [18], simple majority and strong majority correspond to the “self-not-included,
prefer-black” and “self-not-included, prefer-current”, respectively.
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snake-like connections in the rows; 4nally, in the torus serpentinus there are snake-like
connections in the rows and the columns. Formally, we have
Denition 1. A toroidal mesh of m× n vertices is a mesh where each vertex 	i; j, with
06 i6m−1, 06 j6 n−1 is connected to the four vertices 	(i−1) mod m;j, 	(i+1)mod m;j,
	i; ( j−1) mod n, 	i; ( j+1)mod n (mesh connections).
A torus cordalis is like a toroidal mesh except that the last vertex 	i;n−1 of each
row is connected to the 4rst vertex 	(i+1)mod m;0 of row i + 1. A torus serpentinus is
like a toroidal mesh except that the last vertex 	i;n−1 of each row i is connected to
the 4rst vertex 	(i+1)mod m;0 of row i + 1, and the last vertex 	m−1; j of each column j
is connected to the 4rst vertex 	0; ( j−1) mod n of column j − 1.
Notice that the torus cordalis can be seen as a chordal ring with one chord, and it
is known in the literature also as double-loop network [3].
Following a standard rule of reversible coloring, each vertex v takes the color of
the majority of its neighbors. In case of tie v becomes black (simple majority) or
maintains its color (strong majority). In irreversible coloring the above rule applies
only to white vertices, while black vertices remain black. Let c(v) be the color of v,
and N (v) be the set of its neighbors. In a torus we have N (v)= 4 and the above rules
can be formally written as
• Reversible simple majority:
if ∃ x; y∈N (v) : c(x) = c(y) = black then c(v)← black else c(v)← white,
• Reversible strong majority:
if ∃ x; y; z ∈N (v) : c(x) = c(y) = c(z) then c(v)← c(x) else c(v) does not change,
• Irreversible simple majority:
if ∃ x; y∈N (v) : c(x) = c(y) = black then c(v)← black else c(v) does not change,
• Irreversible strong majority:
if ∃ x; y; z ∈N (v) : c(x) = c(y) = c(z) = black then c(v)← black else c(v) does not
change.
A simple (respectively, strong) white block W is a subset of T composed of all
white vertices, each of which has at least three (respectively, two) neighbors in W . For
example, two adjacent white columns form a simple white block in a toroidal mesh or in
a torus cordalis, and a strong white block in a torus serpentinus. White vertices placed
on a cycle form a strong white block in any torus. Clearly, if a simple (respectively,
strong) white block W is present, the subset T−W of the other vertices cannot contain
a simple (respectively, strong) dynamo, because W would never turn black.
An initial set S of black vertices is an irreversible dynamo under simple (respectively,
strong) majority if an all black con4guration is reached from S in a 4nite number of
steps under the irreversible simple (respectively, strong) majority rule. For brevity
we call S a simple (respectively, strong) irreversible dynamo. Similarly, a simple
(respectively, strong) monotone dynamo is an initial set of black vertices from which
an all-black con4guration is reached in a 4nite number of steps under the reversible
simple (respectively, strong) majority rule, and such that no black vertex ever becomes
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white during the process. Thus, in a monotone dynamo it must never happen that a
black vertex has a majority of white neighbors.
Irreversible and monotone dynamos will be treated separately, because they exhibit
di5erent properties. Once a majority rule is chosen and consistently applied starting
from an initial black set S, each set S ′ of black vertices obtained in a 4nite number of
steps is said to derive from S without repeating the rule applied (with the terminology
of cellular automata S ′ is “in the orbit” of S).
3. Irreversible dynamos with simple majority
Irreversible dynamos generate simpler network evolution than reversible ones. Still,
the network behavior changes drastically if we pass from simple to strong majority.
We start our study from the former case.
3.1. Toroidal mesh
Consider a toroidal mesh with m × n vertices, m; n¿ 2. Let S ⊆ T be an arbitrary
subset of vertices, RS be the smallest rectangle containing S and mS × nS be the size
of RS . If S is all black, a spanning set for S (if any) is a connected black set (S) ⊇ S
derivable from S. We have
Lemma 1. Let S be a black set with mS ¡m− 1 and/or nS ¡n− 1. Then any (not
necessarily connected) black set B derivable from S satis7es mB6mS and/or nB6 nS .
Proof. If mS ¡m − 1, there are m − mS¿ 2 adjacent white rows forming a simple
white block that will never turn black. The reasoning for nS ¡n− 1 is similar.
Note that this lemma holds also in the case of monotone dynamos.
Theorem 1. Let S be a black set. The existence of a spanning set (S) implies
|S|¿ 
(mS + nS)=2.
Proof. Let S be a set of minimal cardinality such that (S) exists. (In fact, if a lower
bound on |S| holds for a minimal set, then it must a fortiori hold for any set with the
same values of mS and nS .) We proceed by induction on the size of RS .
Basis We include four cases:
mS = nS = 1; •
mS = 2; nS = 1; •
•
mS = 1; nS = 2; • •
mS = nS = 2: •
•
The hypothesis on |S| is veri4ed. Note that in the 4rst three cases S = (S).
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Induction step: mS ¿ 2 and/or nS ¿ 2. First observe that a minimal set S is not
connected. In fact, a connected set with mS ¿ 2 and/or nS ¿ 2 should contain a chain
of three adjacent black vertices xyz, where y could be eliminated from S (and then
reconstructed from xz in (S)) without preventing the construction of (S). Consider
now any evolution where (S) derives from S. Without loss of generality, consider to
color black one vertex at a time. Starting from (the non-connected) S, consider the 4rst
step in which the blackening of a white vertex z joins all the vertices of S into a single
connected black set "(S), with "(S) ⊆ (S). Having four neighbors, z joins two, or
three, or four disjoint black sets. We then pose "(S)= N(P)∪ N(Q)∪ N(X )∪ N(Y )∪{z},
where P, Q, X , Y are disjoint subsets of S, with P ∪ Q ∪ X ∪ Y = S; P and Q are
non-empty; X and/or Y may be empty; N(A) denotes a spanning set obtained just before
the blackening of z; and N(P); N(Q); N(X ); N(Y ) are also disjoint. We consider three
cases:
Case 1: X and Y are empty; there are two black vertices p∈ N(P) and q∈ N(Q)
adjacent to z; and p; z; q are on the same (horizontal or vertical) straight-line segment.
Recall that N(P) ⊆ RP , N(Q) ⊆ RQ. We have: mP +mQ¿mS +1, nP + nQ¿ nS − 1, if
p; z; q are on the same horizontal segment; and mP +mQ¿mS − 1, nP + nQ¿ nS + 1,
if p; z; q are on the same vertical segment. Hence, in both cases
mP + nP + mQ + nQ¿mS + nS : (1)
By the inductive hypothesis we also have
|P|¿
⌈
mP + nP
2
⌉
; |Q|¿
⌈
(mQ + nQ)
2
⌉
: (2)
Combining relations (1), (2), and noting that |S|= |P|+ |Q|, we immediately obtain
|S|¿
⌈
mP + nP
2
⌉
+
⌈
mQ + nQ
2
⌉
¿
⌈
(mS + nS)
2
⌉
: (3)
Case 2: As in case 1, X and Y are empty, and z is adjacent to two black vertices
p∈ N(P), q∈ N(Q), but the chain p; z; q is bent. We now have: mP + mQ¿mS and
nP + nQ¿ nS , from which we again derive relation (1). Relations (2) and (3) again
follow.
Case 3: X and/or Y are not empty. We have: mP + mQ + mX + mY ¿mS and
nP+nQ+nX +nY ¿ nS . Since |S|= |P|+ |Q|+ |X |+ |Y | we easily obtain by induction
|S|¿
⌈
mP + nP
2
⌉
+
⌈
mQ + nQ
2
⌉
+
⌈
mX + nX
2
⌉
+
⌈
mY + nY
2
⌉
¿
⌈
(mS + nS)
2
⌉
:
An example of set S, and some phases of the black propagation, are illustrated in
Fig. 1.
Combining the results of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 we have that a simple irreversible
dynamo S must satisfy mS ¿m−1 and/or nS ¿n−1, hence |S|¿ 
(m−1+n−1)=2=

(m+ n)=2 − 1. This is the 4rst lower bound reported in Table 1.
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Fig. 1. An initial set S; a spanning set (S); and the smallest rectangle RS containing S.
Let us now de4ne an alternating chain C as a sequence of adjacent vertices starting
and ending with black. The vertices of C are alternating black and white; however, if
C has even length there is exactly one pair of consecutive black vertices somewhere.
We have
Theorem 2. Let C be an alternating chain in a toroidal mesh m×n, placed in column
1, rows 2 to m, and in row m, columns 1 to n−1. Then the set S of the black vertices
of C is a simple irreversible dynamo with |S|= 
(m+ n)=2 − 1.
Proof. By construction:
1. Color black the whole chain C, thus obtaining a spanning set (S).
2. Color black RS as indicated in Fig. 1. The whole torus is now black, except for one
row r and one column c.
3. Color black the vertices of r and c that are adjacent to two vertices of RS . In fact
all the vertices of r and c are in this condition, except for the one at their crossing.
4. Color black the last vertex.
Note now that |C|=m+ n− 3. Refer to Fig. 2. If m is even and n is even, or m is
odd and n is odd, we have that |C| is odd, hence S contains 
|C|=2= 
(m+n)=2− 1
vertices. If m is even and n is odd, or vice versa, we have that |C| is even, hence |S|
contains |C|=2 + 1 = 
(m+ n)=2 − 1 vertices.
Note that the lower bound found before matches the upper bound of Theorem 2.
3.2. Torus cordalis and torus serpentinus
Although these two families of tori have di5erent properties, the results on simple
irreversible dynamos are quite similar.
Theorem 3. Let S be a simple irreversible dynamo for a torus cordalis m× n. Then
|S|¿ 
n=2.
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Fig. 2. Simple irreversible dynamos in a toroidal mesh.
Fig. 3. The white cross con4guration in a torus serpentinus.
Proof. Immediate from the observation that, in a torus cordalis with simple majority,
two consecutive white columns form a simple white block (recall that the 4rst and the
last columns are consecutive).
The lower bound for a torus serpentinus is similar to the one for cordalis, but is a
little trickier to prove. Consider a white cross C, that is a set of white vertices arranged
as in Fig. 3, with height m and width n. The vertex at the center of the square of
nine vertices inside C is the center of the cross. C is a simple white block for a torus
serpentinus. Let N =min{m; n}. We have
Theorem 4. Let S be a simple irreversible dynamo for a torus serpentinus m × n.
Then |S|¿ 
N=2.
Proof. Starting from a white torus, insert a minimum number of black vertices to
eliminate all possible white crosses. Let v be the 4rst black vertex inserted, and consider
the cross C centered in v. Exactly all the crosses centered in a vertex of C (including
C itself) contain v, hence all these crosses are no more white. Repeat the process
blackening new vertices, until no possible white cross remains. Since each new black
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Fig. 4. Simple irreversible dynamos of n=2+1 vertices for torus cordalis and serpentinus, with n even and
n odd. Symmetric con4gurations, exchanging rows and columns, are simple irreversible dynamos for torus
serpentinus. In this case we can choose a dynamo of N=2 + 1 vertices.
vertex w eliminates exactly all the crosses centered in a vertex of the cross D centered
in w, and D invades two rows and two columns of each side of w, we must include
at least 
N=2 black vertices to be sure that no white cross remains.
Theorem 5. In a torus cordalis m× n, the set S of n=2+1 black vertices shown in
Fig. 4 is a simple irreversible dynamo.
Theorem 6. In a torus serpentinus m×n, the set S of N=2+1 black vertices presented
in Fig. 4 is a simple irreversible dynamo.
4. Irreversible dynamos with strong majority
For strong majority we can derive a signi4cant lower bound valid for the three con-
sidered families of tori (simply indicated as tori). Since these tori have a neighborhood
of four, three adjacent vertices are needed to color black a white vertex under strong
majority. We have
Theorem 7. Let S be a strong irreversible dynamo for a torus m × n. Then |S|¿

(mn+ 1)=3.
Proof. Let T and E be the sets of vertices and edges of the torus; S ⊆ T be the set of
black vertices; R be the restriction of the torus to the subset T −S of white vertices. If
S is a dynamo, R cannot contain any cycle that would be a strong white block. Then
R must be a forest, and its set ER of edges is such that |ER|6 |T | − |S| − 1. Note that
each edge of the set E − ER has at least one extreme in S. Since each vertex of T
has four neighbors, we have |E| − |ER|6 4|S|. We then have: |E|= 2mn6 |T | − |S|−
1 + 4|S|= mn+ 3|S| − 1 and the bound follows.
We now derive an upper bound also valid for all tori.
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Fig. 5. A strong irreversible dynamo for toroidal mesh, torus cordalis or torus serpentinus.
Theorem 8. Any torus m × n admits a strong irreversible dynamo S such that
|S|= 
m=3(n+ 1).
Proof. Let each group of three consecutive rows be colored as follows: All the vertices
in the 4rst row are white, except for the 4rst one; the vertices in the second and third
row have alternating colors, respectively, starting with white and with black (see Fig.
5). If m is not a multiple of three, make the same con4guration without the 4rst row,
or the 4rst and the second row. We have 
m=3(n+1) black vertices. It can be easily
seen that, after one step, the second and third rows in each group of three, and the
4rst column, become black. At each consecutive step two new columns, adjacent to
the columns already colored black, become also black, until the whole torus is colored
black.
For particular values of m and n, the bound of Theorem 8 can be made stricter for
the toroidal mesh and the torus serpentinus. In fact, these networks are symmetrical
with respect to rows and columns, hence the pattern of black vertices reported in
Fig. 5 can be turned of 90◦, still constituting a dynamo. We immediately have
Corollary 1. Any toroidal mesh or torus serpentinus m×n admits a strong irreversible
dynamo S with |S|=max{
m=3(n+ 1); 
n=3(m+ 1)}.
5. Monotone dynamos with simple majority
As for the irreversible case, the network behavior changes drastically depending on
the type of majority applied. In this section, we apply reversible simple majority. To
attain monotonicity, we must be sure that a black vertex is never left with more than
two white neighbors. For this we introduce a new con4guration.
A black compact C is a connected subset of black vertices, each of which has at
least two neighbors in C. Notice that, under both simple and strong majority rules, the
vertices of a black compact will never become white. An example of black compact is
shown in Fig. 6. Other examples are a black column in a toroidal mesh or in a torus
cordalis; a black row, or a black column in a toroidal mesh, etc.
By the de4nitions of black compact and white block, we have for all tori
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Fig. 6. A black compact in a toroidal mesh: note that vertex b is adjacent to two black vertices a, c.
Lemma 2. Let S be a simple (respectively strong) monotone dynamo of any torus.
Then
(i) S is a collection of black compacts;
(ii) T − S does not contain any simple (respectively strong) white block.
5.1. Toroidal mesh
Consider a toroidal mesh m×n with m; n¿ 2 vertices, and let S ⊆ T . First note that
Lemma 1 also holds in this case. A black gallows G as any subset of T composed of
all black vertices lying in a whole row and in a whole column of the mesh. A black
gallows G is also a black compact, and we have |G|= m+ n− 1.
To establish a lower bound to the cardinality of a monotone dynamo, we 4rst prove
an elementary property of black compacts.
Lemma 3. Let C be a black compact of a toroidal mesh m× n. Then
(i) if mC = m and/or nC = n then |C|¿mC + nC − 1;
(ii) if mC6m− 1 and nC6 n− 1 then |C|¿mC + nC .
Proof. Traverse C starting from one of its vertices v, moving along vertical and hor-
izontal mesh edges spanning over mc di5erent rows and nc di5erent columns. We
need at least mC − 1 vertical steps and nC − 1 horizontal steps, thus touching at least
mC + nC − 1 di5erent vertices including v. This is enough to prove point (i). (Indeed
the bound mC+nC−1 is met only for mC=m and nC=n, where the smallest compact
C is a black gallows; or for mC =m and nC = 1 where C is a column; or for mC = 1
and nC = n where C is a row. In all the other cases we have |C|¿mC + nC − 1.)
To prove point (ii), note that the spanning path from v cannot terminate in a vertex u
with only one black neighbor, because C is a compact. To prevent this situation at least
another neighbor w of u must be present in C, as indicated in Fig. 7. This is enough
to prove point (ii). (Indeed the bound mC+nC is met only for mC=nC=2, where C is
a square of four vertices and w is an additional neighbor both for u and v. Otherwise
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Fig. 7. A portion v− u of the spanning path of Lemma 3 in the submesh mC × nC .
also v, and possibly other vertices of C not shown in the 4gure, must be provided with
an additional black neighbor, thus increasing the bound over mC + nC .)
We can now state
Theorem 9. Let S be a monotone irreversible dynamo for a toroidal mesh of size
m× n. We have
(i) mS¿m− 1, nS¿ n− 1;
(ii) |S|¿m+ n− 2.
Proof. Point (i) is immediately proved as a consequence of Lemma 1, noting that
T − S cannot have two consecutive white rows or columns which constitute a simple
white block. To prove point (ii), let S = C1 ∪ C2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ck be a collection of black
compacts, k¿ 1 (Lemma 2). We consider two cases.
Case 1: One of the black compacts, say C1, has mC1 = m and/or nC1 = n. If mC1 +
nC1¿m+ n− 1 we have |C1|¿m+ n− 2 by Lemma 3(i), and the theorem is proved.
Now let mC1 = m, nC1 ¡n − 1 (the case mC1 ¡m − 1, nC1 = n is symmetric). Other
black compacts C2; : : : ; Ck must provide black vertices in some of the n− nC1 columns
outside RC1 , so that nS¿ n− 1 (by the already proved point (i) of this theorem), and
no two adjacent such columns are white. It can be immediately veri4ed that, in a set of
minimal cardinality with this property, each Ci must have mCi ¡m, 26 i6 k. In fact,
each Ci has nCi ¡n− 1, otherwise Ci would intersect C1; and mCi¿ 2, otherwise Ci
would not be a compact. By Lemma 3(ii) we have |C2|+ · · ·+ |Ck |¿mC2 + · · ·+mCk +
nC2 + · · ·+ nCk ¿ 2(k − 1) + nC2 + · · ·+ nCk , and we must minimize this function with
the condition nC2 + · · ·+ nCk ¿ n− nC1 − k, where the term −k denotes the existence
of at most one white column between any pair of black compacts. We then have:
|C2| + · · · + |Ck |¿ n − nC1 + k − 2, that is minimized for k = 2 (i.e., only two black
compacts C1, C2 are present). In conclusion we have |S|= |C1|+ |C2|¿m+ nC1 − 1+
n− nC1 = m+ n− 1.
Case 2: All the black compacts Ci have mCi ¡m and nCi ¡n. If one such compact,
say C1, has mC1 =m− 1 and nC1 = n− 1, then |C1|¿m+ n− 2 by Lemma 3(ii), and
the theorem is proved. Otherwise, S must contain more than one such compact. The
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Fig. 8. A collection C0; C1; C2; C3 of black compacts in a 7× 11 toroidal mesh. C = C0 ∪ C1 ∪ C2 ∪ C3 is
a monotone dynamo with |C| = m + n− 2.
proof is by induction on the size of the sets built from S by successive applications
of the reversible majority rule. Consider the 4rst step in which a unique connected
set "(S) ⊃ S is generated, with a white vertex z turning black to join several disjoint
black compacts. It can be easily veri4ed that the possible black neighbors of any
vertex cannot belong to more than two black compacts. z joins exactly two disjoint
black subsets, say N(P), N(Q), with P = C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ch, Q = Ch+1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ck . We have
mP + nP + mQ + nQ¿mS + nS . Inductively assume |P|¿mP + nP , |Q|¿mQ + nQ,
where the basis of the induction for a single Ci is given by Lemma 3(ii). From the
two relations above we have |S| = |P| + |Q|¿mS + nS , and from point (i) of this
theorem we 4nally derive |S|¿m+ n− 2.
We now build a monotone dynamo whose size is close to the bound of Theorem 9.
Theorem 10. In a toroidal mesh m × n, a black gallows G is a simple monotone
dynamo of cardinality m+ n− 1.
Proof. Without loss of generality let G lay on row 0 and column 0. Color black
the vertices in row 1, columns 1 to n − 1, then in row 2, etc. Note that each black
con4guration thus derived is a black compact.
The upper bound of Theorem 10 di5ers only by 1 from the lower bound of Theorem
9. However, an upper bound of m+ n− 2 can be derived for an in4nite subfamily of
toroidal meshes with special dimensions m; n. Namely, let: m+n=6+4k (k=0; 1; : : :),
and |m− n|= 2r (06 r6 k). Proper values are, for example, m= 42 and n= 60, for
which we have m+ n=6+4 · 24, |m− n|=2 · 9. Build a collection of black compacts
C0; C1; : : : ; Ck , each composed of four black vertices arranged in a square of side 2.
For 06 i6 r, place each Ci in rows 2i, 2i+ 1, and in columns 2i, 2i+ 1. For m¿n
(hence r ¡k), and for 16 j6 k − r, place Cr+j in rows 2r + 3j, 2r + 1 + 3j, and
in columns 2r + j, 2r + 1+ j. For n¿m (hence r ¡k), and for 16 j6 k − r, place
Cr+j in rows 2r + j, 2r + 1 + j, and in columns 2r + 3j, 2r + 1 + 3j. A collection
of black compacts C0; : : : ; C3 for m = 7, n = 11, is shown in Fig. 8, where we have
m+n=18, k=3, r=2, n¿m. The reader may immediately discover that C=
⋃k
i=0 Ci
is a monotone dynamo, with |C|= 4(k + 1) = m+ n− 2.
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5.2. Torus cordalis and torus serpentinus
For the tori cordalis and serpentinus we can establish lower and upper bounds that
match exactly. We have
Theorem 11. Let S be a monotone dynamo for a torus cordalis m×n. Then |S|¿ n+1.
Proof. From Lemma 2, let S=C1 + · · ·+Ck be a collection of black compacts. If one
such a compact Ci has nCi=n, we have |S|¿|Ci|¿n+1 because a single black row, or a
“snake-like” black row containing the vertices 	i; j · · · 	i;n−1	(i+1)mod m;0 · · · 	(i+1)mod m;j−1,
is not a compact in this torus, unless another black vertex is added to close a cycle.
If nCi ¡n, for all i, we must have nC1 + · · · + nCk ¿ n − k, to prevent the existence
of a simple white block composed of two adjacent white columns. For each Ci to be
a compact we must have |Ci|¿ nCi + 2 (as in the proof of Lemma 3). Then we have
|C|= |C1|+ · · ·+ |Ck |¿ nC1 + · · ·+ nCk + 2k¿ n+ k.
The matching upper bound is the following, by immediate inspection:
Theorem 12. In a torus cordalis of size m×n, the set S of n+1 black vertices placed
in a whole row i, and in row (i+1)modm, column 0, is a simple monotone dynamo.
Let N =min{m; n}. In a similar way we can prove that:
Theorem 13. Let S be a monotone dynamo for a torus serpentinus m × n. Then:
|S|¿N + 1.
Theorem 14. In a torus serpentinus m × n, the set S of N + 1 black vertices placed
in a whole row i, and in row (i + 1)modm, column 0, for N = n; or placed in a
whole column j, and in column (j+1)mod n, row 0, for N =m; is a simple monotone
dynamo.
6. Monotone dynamos with strong majority
This is the simplest case. To rule out the presence of strong white blocks we must
impose that the restriction of the torus to the subset of initial white vertices is a
forest. Moreover, in order to ensure monotonicity, the initial black vertices must form
a collection of black compacts.
A single argument yields a signi4cant lower bound for the three families of tori. We
have
Theorem 15. Let S be a strong monotone dynamo for a torus m × n. Then |S|¿

(mn+ 1)=2.
Proof. Let T and E be the sets of vertices and edges of the torus. S and T − S are
the subsets of initial black and white vertices, respectively. Let EWW and EWB be the
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Fig. 9. Strong monotone dynamos for the three families of tori.
subset of edges connecting two white vertices and a white vertes with a black vertex
respectively. Since each white vertex has four incident edges, and the edges of EWW
connect two white vertices, we immediately have: |EWB| = 4|T − S| − 2|EWW|. Now
the restriction of the torus to the subset of white vertices must be a forest, hence we
have: |EWW|6 |T − S| − 1, hence |EWB|¿ 4|T − S| − 2(|T − S| − 1)= 2|T | − 2|S|+2.
Since S must be a collection of compacts, each of its vertices can have at most two
leaving edges that belong to EWB, hence |EWB|6 2|S|. Combining the two inequalities
for |EWB| we obtain 2|S|¿ |T |+ 1 that proves the theorem.
We now derive an upper bound valid for all three families of tori. Let N=min{m; n}.
We have
Theorem 16. Any torus m×n admits a strong monotone dynamo S, with |S|=mn=2+1
for m and/or n even, or |S|= 
mn=2 + N=6 + 23 for m and n odd.
Proof. Assign the vertices of S as shown in Fig. 9. Note that the black vertices form a
compact and the white vertices form a tree. The theorem easily follows from inspection
of the 4gure and all its signi4cant symmetries.
7. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have established upper and lower bounds on the size of irreversible
and monotone dynamos in tori for di5erent majority rules, summarized in Table 1.
In both monotone and irreversible dynamos the bounds are tight within an additive
constant, thus providing an accurate quantitative description of the size of dynamos
in tori. These bounds also constitute the 4rst precise look on the relationship between
irreversible and reversible monotone dynamos.
As indicated in the table, in the case of simple majority, the bounds for irreversible
dynamos are smaller by a factor of two than the ones for reversible monotone dynamos.
In the case of strong majority the gap is narrower: the constant becomes 32 .
This raises the intriguing question of whether it is possible to transform an irre-
versible dynamo into a monotone one using at most twice the number of initial black
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nodes (at most 32 in the case of strong majority). Should this not be the case, the next
question would be whether it can be done for some constant k.
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